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cracked blackened feet are so twisted with arthritis that they cannot hold her up. 
Nevertheless, she voices her disgust in measured emphatic tones. “We have nothing 
here,” she says “No food, no clothing, the water is filthy and we are always sick. We 
have been totally abandoned”.

A LIfELINE TO THE POOR
Well, not totally: Two doctors with the USAID-funded Mobile Medical Teams 
(MMTs) are at the school today to treat residents. While for the past two months 
all other NGOs have halted services primarily owing to security concerns, the 
MMTs, a joint venture between the Lahj Governorate Health Office (GHO) and 
the USAID-funded Community Livelihoods Project, are here to provide basic 
primarycare, diagnose illnesses and hand out medications free of charge.

The teams, which treat the most poor and most marginalized populations living in 
remote communities or on the fringes of the larger cities, constitutes a major lifeline 
for the people living there. With more than 15 operating throughout the country, 
they serve an estimated 1,541 beneficiaries per month to a total of 23,120 since the 
project’s inception 15 months ago. 

They include both male and female doctors and work out of tiny rural health and 
community centres and schools. The mobile vans contain ultrasound machines in 
addition to other basic diagnostic equipment and a stockpile of essential medicines.  

Arwa is among the thirty residents who’ve come to the mobile clinic for everything 
from upper respiratory infections, gastrointestinal illnesses, high blood pressure, and 
in her particular case, unremitting pain, heart disease and a hepatitis B infection—
likely acquired during what is euphemistically known as “the crisis”.

Eight months ago she lived with one of her sons, daughter-in-law, grandchildren 

It was once a local schoolhouse but now the ripe stink of human waste, 
unwashed bodies and rotting food perfume the air. Narrow stained mattresses 
flung haphazardly on the sticky linoleum floor and the buzz of flies circling 

lazily over prone bodies offer bleak testimony to the malaise of homelessness. 
Here in Lahj, a governorate wedged just above Yemen’s famed crater port city of 

Aden, a silent human catastrophe is rapidly unfolding. The grimy yellow plastic 
gallon jugs of contaminated well water and the fetid aroma of the public latrine 
speak to the indignities of being caught between flight and arrival: between danger 
and refuge. 

The entire ambience of this morose and aromatic no-man’s land tells a desperate 
tale of what it is like to be an internally displaced person: One who is forced by 
conflict or natural disaster out of his or her home but not out of their country. 

THE fORgOTTEN
The United Nations High Commission for Refugees (UNHCR) estimates that, in 
2009, fully 27 million people worldwide were unable to secure the rights of asylum 
seekers and international refugees. Known collectively IDPs, these individuals 
are also unable to benefit from the basic assistance, housing, medical care and 
schooling that serve the needs of Convention refugees. The eight families squatting 
miserably here are just a tiny fraction of a global problem—one that is growing 
every single year.

“This is such an awful place for us,” says Arwa, a flat-faced strong-jawed old woman 
who does not even know her own age. Arwa awkwardly half sits, half reclines in the 
faded dust, and stares vaguely out of eyes clouded with cataracts. 
She is sick and can neither stand, sit nor walk properly because her hips and 
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COVER:  A young internally displaced adolescent girl from Abyan Governorate. ABOVE: Eight families made up of 40 people are squatting at the school because they have nowhere else to live. During the last year, thousands have fled 
fighting between Al Qaeda-backed militants and government forces. 



and other extended family members in a house in the nearby governorate of 
Abyan. Although only one family member worked (common in Yemen where 
unemployment tops more than 50 percent) their needs were modest and their lives 
comfortable. “It was good,” she says. “We had money, my son had a job and we 
were content.”

Then fighting erupted in Zinjibar between government forces and al-Qaeda backed 
militants. First there were the roadblocks; then the gun fights; then the tanks rolled 
in and the heavy artillery came raining down: killing neighbors, relatives, children 
and friends. Fearing that they too could wind up, like some of their neighbors, 
evaporating in bloody spray, she and her entire family of 15 fled and left behind 
everything they owned. 

Today, “refuge” is this derelict school located in dusty wasteland punctuated only 
by shadeless trees bleached by an unrelenting sun. “It is very bad here in Lahj,” Arwa 
adds. “There are no jobs here and now all of us look like beggars. The neighbors 
shun us and our children cannot go to school because they have no clothing and 
cannt afford books. Who will help us?”

Dr Muwada Huida is one of the women doctors who works in the Lahj MMTs. 
“There are so many issues here,” she says. According to Huida, Most patients 
arrive with upper respiratory infections, gastroenteritis owing to contaminated 
water and food, while many women come in with pregnancy and post-pregnancy 
complications—often after travelling huge distances on foot or by bus.

“This is the only access to basic health that any of them have,” she adds gesturing 
towards the 40-odd people—mostly women and children—clamouring to be 
treated. “The situation is dire, but it would be far worse without our monthly visits.”

A SILENT HUMANITARIAN DISASTER
In Yemen, far from the international centres where headlines are decided on, crushing 
poverty, high fertility rates, insecurity and dwindling resources are contributing to 
what UNICEF and other agencies describe as a growing humanitarian disaster on 
par with that of Somalia. The UN World Food Programme (WFP) estimate that 
more than seven million Yemenis (1/3 of the population) suffers from hunger. 

Yemen also has the highest rate of chronic malnutrition in the world. Fully 60 
percent of its children and quite possibly even more, suffer severe stunting, while 
in more remote areas, UNICEF reports that acute malnutrition rates are consistent 

LEFT: A 42-year-old mother of eight brings in her one-year-old for treatment for influenza. ABOVE: Two young IDPs show the photographer the distinctive pattern of henna designs that are commonly used to adorn the hands of 
women and girls in the south of the country.



LEFT: Eight families made up of 40 members have been suing this school room as their primary residence for eight months now. They have few blankets, wear only rags and are entirely dependent on government hands outs. ABOVE: An 
example of the kinds of reproductive health awareness materials that staff working at the USAID-funded health centres and MMTs distribute to patients and clients. Eleanor  Weber-Ballard

of being home to among the highest maternal and neonatal death rates in the world: 
consistent in all countries where fertility outstrips the resources necessary to sustain 
explosive population growth.

It is also a feature of highly gender inequitable societies that preclude women from 
decisions concerning if, when and how many children to have. A combination of 
poor access to contraceptives, early marriage, chronic malnourishment and too 
many pregnancies in quick succession further exacerbate the toll on women’s 
bodies and their ability to provide their children with food, a decent education 
and healthcare, 

And it is this area where USAID is really trying to make a difference. The 
organization is not only doing so through MMTs, but also by training and 
equipping midwives and procuring much-needed family planning commodities. 
The Community Livelihoods project is helping in other ways as well: distributing 
thousands of “Dignity Kits” through parter organizations and working closely with 
UN and government agencies to ease the plight of Yemen’s IDP population. 

LONg ON TIME, SHORT ON HOPE
Neglected tropical diseases (also known as ‘orphan’ diseases) that only afflict the 
very poor—hydatid disease, worms, malaria and other parasitic infections weaken 
the population as a whole and contribute to poor learning outcomes, days lost to 
sickness and other indirect consequences that hamper development. 

Back in the Health Office in Lahj, Zain maintains that the nearly on-year-old 
crisis is making an already dire situation far worse. Abyan, the most unstable and 
conflict prone of the southern governorates, is now proving to be the epicentre of 
outbreaks of communicable diseases that are now spreading outward into other 
governorates. 

According to Zain, most children under the age of five are no longer being 
vaccinated. A measles out break in one village “We aren’t surprised by this because 
of the insecurity,” he says. “But this,” he also notes, poses a threat to the entire 
country owing to the fact that this particular village sits on a road that constitutes 
one of the main arteries to Sana’a and other urban centres. 

As for the cluster of IDP families hunkered down at the school in Lahj, all they 
can do is wait as their days slip by in a state of deepening despair. 

“I will die here,” says Arwa grimly. “Only Allah can tell for sure but I am convinced.”

with the hardest hit famine regions in the Horn of Africa, with 30 percent of those 
under the age of five years suffering from wasting (i.e. acutely malnourished) and an 
additional 10 percent literally starving to death. 

A DEMOgRAPHIC TIME BOMB
General Manager of the Health Office in Lahj, Omar Zain says that, quite apart 
from the “excess mortality and morbidity” that has resulted from the 11-month 
old crisis, by far the greatest threat to Yemeni’s health and future stability is its high 
fertility rate. 

A large affable man, Zain is sitting behind his desk at the Lahj health office. His 
expression is kind, amused and weary all at the same time. “We have a growth rate 
of almost three percent,” he says leaning forward. “If we cannot change this we will 
be facing an economic and social crisis even worse than we are now.”

The main stumbling block, he asserts, is inadequate access to reliable family 
planning methods in hard-to-reach rural areas combined with insufficient awareness. 
Inequality and lack of autonomy within the family means that men tend to make 
the family planning decisions while the average Yemeni woman can look forward to 
giving birth to 6.3 children during her lifetime. 

“We simply cannot handle what the future will bring unless we bring this situation 
under control,” he adds.

In addition to out-of-control fertility rates, Yemen also has the dubious distinction 



LEFT: Three-year-old girl plays with a tire at an IDP camp in Lahj, Yemen. 
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